
aJIII.... IfCt.,;'llriaus aspects of this
~JICII~ .. ht emnpIe, Napya and l.Jematsq(1J recently
(1981) stm:IiecI effects of movin& load speeds on the deflec-
tion of a tapered, cantilever, Timoshenko beam. Their
analysis is based upon approximations developed earlier by
Nagaya.(2) Much earlier research by Attia() (1959) and
Utagawa and Harada'" (1961) led to an analysis of tooth
response as a function of load postion but not load speed.
Later Wallace and Weireg!51 (1973) used the finite element
method together with Hertzian type contact to study dynamic
loading. Still later, Cornell and Westervelt(61 (1978), using a
method developed by Richardson!7l and Howland(81 studied
dynamic tooth stresses by modeling meshing gear teeth by
variable springs with inertias of rigid bodies. They showed
that tooth profile modification, inertia, damping, and
resonance can all affect the tooth stresses.
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TABLE I. Interaction of Dynamic Parameters of Gears and Sprockel
TDOth Errors

and
ModiHations

Geal
Speed

l N

u

Transmitted.
load

Contact
Ratio

Contal
Posjti~

1.1

1.1 .l N 1.1

N 1.1

uu 1.1 L

Nu 1I 1.1

NOTATION: L - lineally Proportional Relation
N - Nonlinear Relation.

A summary of the iNentioft of It.various pellDIekn af-
fecting tooth dynamics, as reported in the Uterature, is given
in Table I.

In the analysis of this paper, we use the finite element
method to study the effect of load speed and slenderness
ration on the dynamic responses of tapered beams. We then
examine the dynamic response of involute tooth forms to
moving loads.

Dynamic Analysis of Tapered, Truneated Beams
Using Timoshenko beam theory, Nagaya and Uematsu(ll

considered the problem of a force P moving with constant
speed V along the centerline of a tapered, truncated, cantilever
beams as depicted in Fig .. 1. The beam cross section is rec-
tangular. To simulate a gear tooth the half angle {3 is taken
as 20". The truncated length (l- a) is 2.25M where M is the



I:

Gear or
Mesh Rim Sprocket

Stiffness Thickness Inertia Damping .References

I, U U I. I l, 4, 6, 10,
12, Il, 15

U U U U 14,22,23
U I U U 16,9, 16, ]7

J I U U 20

U U U IJ 18,2S

I - laverselyProportlenal Relalion
U - Unknown or Random Rela'tion

module of the gear. Then the base b of the beam, simulating
the root of the tooth, is 2.4BM. Nagaya and Uematsu(1) have
shown that as V is increased, the centerline deflection differs
substantially from the static deflection. Indeed, when V is
1 % of the longitudinal wave propagation speed (.jE/p), the
centerline deflection is in the negative Y direction for a ma-
jor portion of the span at various load positions, and even
beneath the load itself.

To further examine this phenomenon, we constructed a
three-dimensional, finite-element model of the beam as shown
in Fig. 2. The mesh contains UO "8-node brick" elements and
288 nodes. The model was given a unit thickness in the Z-
direction. The elastic constant E was 3Oxlot' psi (s.07x10"
N/m2), the weight density l' was 0'.283 IblinJ (7.83 x ]0'3

kg/mJ), giving a wave propagation speed V" of 2.024x1O'5
in/sec (5.14x1(Y m/sec). The beam was loaded in the

x

L

y

o.
determtned. 'I'M ... JDJ:'.......
positions.

By comparing thae result!I with thoee oI __ ~·.-...
Uematsu(l) it is seen that the magnitude of the cIIII_lIDId
differ substantially, Moreover, the displacements are aIway.I
positive with the finite-element model. The primary IUSCJIl

for the difference is the effect of the thickness of the beam.
Indeed, for this beam the slenderness ration, defined as
VAL2/I, is only 6.0, where A is the average beam cross sec-
tion area, L is the beam length and I is the average second
moment of area of the beam cross section about a line parallel
to the Z-direction and intersecting the centerline.

To examine the effects of the slenderness ratio, three other
finite-element models were developed. First, a stepped beam
model with a slenderness ratio of 49.0 was constructed. The
model consists of 15 beam elements with different thicknesses
as depicted in Fig. 4. The model was given the same loading
as the tapered beam of Fig. 1. The displacements of the
centerline and the tip were computed. Figs. 5 and 6 show the
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Fig. 2-A finite Element Mesh for the Beam of Fig. 1 (M is Gear Module).

results. Finally, straight thin beam models were constructed
with slenderness ratios of 26 and 78. With the same loading
as before, the centerline and tip deflections were computed.
Figs. 7, 8, and 9 show the results.

A comparison of the results of Figs. 3, 5, 6, 7, B,and 9,
together with those of Nagaya and Uematsu(l), show that,
as expected, the slenderness ratio has a significant eff·ect upon
the beam response to the moving load. However, the finite-
element models show thata relatively high slenderness ratio
is required for significant negative V-deflection of the
centerline.

Dynamic Analysis of Involute Tooth Forms
Many gears and sprockets have involute tooth forms. That

is, the tooth profile is in the shape of an involute to a circle.
U a gear or sprocket has an infinite radius (a "rack"), the in-
volute form is a straight line. Thus, a tapered, truncated can-
tilever beam isa good model of a rack gear or sprocket tooth.
However, for circular gears and sprockets, a preferable model
has the curved shape of an involute. To develop such a
model, we constructed a finite-element grid as shown in Fig.
10. The model consists of 104 a-node brick dements with 242
nodes. The model represents ill. 200 involute 20-tooth gear or
sprocket with a diametral pitch of 1.0.

A unit load was applied to the surface to simulate the
meshing loading. The load was applied near the root of the

8 Geor Technology

tooth, at 'the base circle, and then moved with a speed V along
the surface toward the tip. The local speed was not constant,
but instead was governed by the expression:

(1)

where Rs is the base circle radius andw is the gear or
sprocket angular velocity. When the time t is zero, 'the load
is at the base cirde. [Equation (1) is developed in the
Appendix.]

Figs. 11 and 12 show the radial and transverse
displacements of various surface nodes for an angular speed
of 100 rpm.

Discussion and Conclusions
The foregoing results show that slender beams may pro-

duce erroneous conclusions for many tooth forms - especial-
ly for short stubby teeth. Indeed, if the root thickness is ap-
proximately equal to the tooth depth, the slenderness ratio
is too small fOf conventional beam theory to be valid - even
with thickness modifications.

Next, it is seen that the load speed along the tooth can have
a significant eHect on the deformation and it can induce vibra-
tions. For sufficiently thin tooth forms, or for sufficiently high
load speeds, the centerline defl'ection can even be directed op-
posite to the load. This is especially important for high speed



Fig. J-Centerline Displacements for the Beam of Fig. 1 for Various Load Speeds and Positions.

:Fig. 4 - Stepped Beam. Model.

gears and sprockets since tip relief and tooth design modifica-
tions for dynamic Hects are generally based upon the static
load defledion curve. This curve closely resembles the low
speed curves of Figs. 3, S, 7, and 8. Thus. for higher load
speeds (for example. greater than O.OO5V-), the design
modifications may lead to deietenou« as opposed to ben Hcial
effects.

Third. Figs. nand 12 show that disengagement of the load
may also induce significant vibration. Indeed, lor rapidly
rotating gears and sprockets, this vibration could lead to in-
terference and impact during subsequent engagement,

Finally, th shape of the tooth itself can affect the load
speed and thus induce vibration. For involute tooth forms.
the load speed is proportional to the time of engagement and
to the square of the rotation speed. This means that the in-
duced vibration and oth r dynamic eHects becom much
more pronounced as th gear or sprocket rotational speed
is increased,
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Fig.. 5 - Centerline Displacements for the Stepped Beam of Fig. 4 for Various Load Speeds and Positions.

Fig. 6- Tip Displacements for the Stepped Beam of Fig. 1\ far Various Load Speeds.

10 Gear Technolo~w



Fig. 7-CenterHne Displacement for a Straight Beam with Slenderness Ratio: 26.

APPENDIX

Moving load Along an. Involute Tooth Form
Recall that an involute toa cirde may be viewed as the

locus of the end point oE a cord being unwrapped around
the circle. Consider the clockwise involute I to the circle C
shown in Fig. 13. Let e locate a typical point P of I relative
to 0, the center of C. Then, if ~and ~are the radial and
tangential vectors as shown, e may be written as:

(AI)

Let X and Y be Cartesian coordinateaxes with origin at
o and with accompanying unit vectors 1}~ and Dy• Let the
Y-axis pass through 'the origin .0 of l. Finally, let ¢ be the
angle between .~and the X-axis .. Then, e may be expressed
in terms of 1}", I}y' and ¢ as:

e = (rsin¢ - r¢cos¢)l}x + (reese + r¢sin¢)l}y (A2)

where r is the radius of C. Hence, the X-v coordinates of
Pare:

x = r(sin¢ - ¢cos¢) and y = r(cos¢ + ¢sin¢} (A3)

The arc length along I from its origin 0 toa typical point
P is then:

¢
s = f [(dx/d¢)2 + (dy /d¢)21' 'd¢ r¢,2/2 (A4)

°
From the properties of involute geometry [26], since the

normal to I at P is tangent to C (See Fig. 13). P is the contact
point of the involute tooth form with its mating tooth form.
Therefore, the speed V of the contact point, and hence the
load, along the tooth is:

v = ds/dt = r¢(d¢dtl = rw2t (AS)

where w( =dedt) is the angular sped of the gear or sprocket.

July/Augustl985 11
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Fig. 8-Centerline Displacement fora Straight Beam with Slenderness Ratio: 78.
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Fig. lO-Finite Element Model of an Involute Tooth Form.
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